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James agreed that Patrol Guide Section 206-13 mandates the procedures which
JAB must employ in investigating and interrogating an officer. This Patrol Guide Section
requires that JAB must infonn the subject officer of the allegation against him, remind
him that lying is prohibited and that the interview is being recorded. IfIAB investigators
do not follow these specific procedures, the interrogating officers could be subjected to
disciplinary action. James also agreed that if an officer who has been arrested meets with
a prosecutor to discuss the charge against him, that officer is under no obligation to
immediately notify the Department and disclose the contents of the meeting with the
Department. That officer would be pennitted to wait until he or she is interviewed by the
Department to report that meeting and would not be subject to any misconduct charge of
having failed to report the meeting sooner. James further agreed that it would be
improper for an IAB investigator to approach an officer who had just left a meeting with
his attorney and a prosecutor and ask the officer about what had happened at the meeting
because doing this would violate IAB guidelines. James agreed that an officer does not
have to inform the Department about meetings the off cer had with his attorney or a
prosecutor until an official Department interview takes place.
On redirect examination, James clarified that if an officer who had a pending
criminal matter met with a prosecutor and entered into an agreement that would directly
impact an !AB investigation, IAB should be made aware of this agreement by the officer.
On re cross examination, James testified that an officer who is aware that he has
been accused of misconduct is expected to notify the Deparhnent about the allegation.
When James was asked whether an officer would still be required to inform the
Depmiment if the Depmiment was already aware of the misconduct, James stated that the
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Respondent also admitted that when he called Payan to try to fix the parking summons
that had been issued to his own car, his intent was to prevent the processing and
adjudication of that ticket as well.
Respondent conceded that he did not know for certain that the tape recording that
had been played for him by Person A had come from IAB and that he had assumed that
Person A had obtained it from IAB based on the news coverage of the scandal. Person
A never told him how she had obtained the tape recording.
During redirect-examination, Respondent explained that he believed he was
entering into the proffer agreement with Person A based on USAO’s own procedure that
unless he did so they would not talk to him about the gun arrests.
Upon further questioning, Respondent testified that he could not recall whether
Person A or anyone else told him that the proffer agreement would be or would not be
disclosed to anyone outside the USAO. Respondent had no recollection that he or his
attorney had asked Person A whether the proffer agreement might be disclosed to
persons outside the USAO.
On further redirect examination, Respondent recalled that he testified in federal
court at an evidentiary hearing held on October 20, 2011 regarding the gun case that
Person A was prosecuting. Respondent further recalled that on cross-examination the
defendant’s attorney had questioned him about his involvement in the ticket-fixing
scandal. As a result of that questioning, Respondent concluded that Person A had
disclosed to the defendant’s attorney the fact that Respondent had entered into a proffer
agreement with the USAO regarding his involvement in attempting to fix tickets.
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FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
Disr.ip!inary Case No. ?01 ?-6680
Respondent, having pleaded guilty, is found Guilty.
Disciplinary Case No. 2012-7147
Specification No. 1
It is charged that on July 7,2011, Respondent failed and neglected to request the
response of the patrol supervisor, precinct of occurrence, to the USA O after Respondent
had been involved in an unusual police occurrence inside the USAO.
The issue presented by this charge is: Did the events that took place during
Respondent's meeting at the USAO on July 7, 2011 constitute an unusual police
occurrence?
In resolving this issue, Patrol Guide Procedure No. 212 09 "Unusual Occurrence
Reports" is instructive. I find it significant that the purpose of this Procedure "is (t)o
promptly notify the Chief of Patrol," not IAB, "of an unusual occurrence." "Unusual
Occurrence" is defined as "substantially more than an ordinary occurrence because of its
seriousness, peculiarities, sensationalism, vastness, differences, newsworthiness, or
potential to affect police community relations involving interracial/ethnic conflict or
community unrest."
This definition would not have placed Respondent on notice that his action of
entering into a proffer agreement with an AUSA after being played a tape recording in
which he is heard attempting to prevent the processing and adjudication of summonses
clearly constituted an unusual police occurrence.
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of summonses also possessed regarding their own possible corruption or misconduct and
also did not disclose to the Department but were not charged with having failed to
disclose.
Based on the above, it is recommended that Specification No. 2 be Dismissed.
This recommendation is limited to the specific facts presented here. It is not
inconceivable that under different circumstances an MOS could be found to have
engaged in conduct prejudicial to the good order, efficiency or discipline of the
Department by providing infonnation to a prosecutor regarding possible corruption or
misconduct and failing to report the disclosure to the Department.

PENALTY
In order to determine an appropriate penalty, Respondent's service record was
examined. See Matter ofPell v. Board ofEducation, 34 NY 2d 222 (1974). Respondent
was appointed to the Department on July 11, 2005. Information from his personnel
record that was considered in making this penalty recommendation is contained in the
attached confidential memorandum.
Under Disciplinary Case No. 201206680, Respondent has pleaded Guilty to
having engaged in conduct prejudicial to the good order, efficiency or discipline of the
Department on two occasions by requesting the assistance of another member of the
service to prevent the processing and adjudication of summonses issued to two motorists.
The Advocate recommended that Respondent be suspended for five days, that he
forfeit 25 vacation days, and that he serve one year on dismissal probation. This penalty
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Respondent received an overall rating of 4.5 on his 2012 perfonnance evaluation,
4.5 on his 2011 evaluation, and 4.0 on his 2010 evaluation. He has been awarded six
Meritorious Police Duty medals and 23 Excellent Police Duty medals. He has never been
designated Chronic Sick and he has no monitoring records. He has no fonnal
disciplinary record.
For your consideration.
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